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NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR, DR. RUBEN MEDINA 
Hello friends. I am so pleased to share with you our great news. 

On March 30th, the University of Wisconsin System Board of 

Regents approved the proposal for the new BS/BA in Chicana/o 

and Latina/o Studies major, and we are now getting ready to 

implement it in fall 2023. Finally, our Major is here at the UW

Madison. It is the first Major of this nature created in the 

University of Wisconsin system! This achievement has been 

made possible by a collective effort of faculty, staff, and students, 

and, of course, of all those activists who first organized marches 

and met with UW-Madison administrators to demand the 

creation of Chicano Studies in the mid 7970s. More recently, the 

Curriculum Committee put in hours of careful, persistent, and 

exceptional work from 2079 to 2023 to make the early visionaries' 

--� �- dream a reality. Special congratulations are due to the members 

of the committee: including Profs. Theresa Delgadillo, Benjamin Marquez, Ruben Medina, 

Almita Miranda, Revel Sims, and senior advisor Rachelle Eilers, as well as the administrator 

Peter Haney, and to committee chair Prof. Armando Ibarra. On a personal note, for me, it has 

been an incredible honor to have been part of the creation of the CLS Certificate back in 7992, 

and now in 2023 of the CLS major. 

In the coming semesters, of course, CLS will be primarily focusing on the success of the new 

Major. This success requires recruiting and advising students, offering a systematic array of 

courses, welcoming more students into our weekly programing and gatherings, and creating 

new courses to expand our curriculum. We particularly are planning to create courses in 

Education, Art, and in LGBTQ+ issues. In fall 2023, CLS is offering 78 courses, including a large, 

lecture class (CHICLA 207) which is the foundational course for both the Certificate and the 

Major. However, our next objective is to achieve departmental status, another overdue goal for 

the Chicana/o and Latina/o Studies Program. CLS is already functioning like a department, 

meeting regularly each semester, making decisions as a faculty. Four active committees 

(Curriculum Committee, Faculty Development Committee, Funding Committee, and Diversity, 

Equity, and Inclusion) now advise the Executive Committee on different areas of the Program's 

operations. 

Currently we have eight budgeted faculty at 25% or 50% (from English, Spanish, Geography, 

History, Planning & Landscape Architecture, the School of Workers, Gender & Women Studies, 

and Sociology). and twenty-three affiliates from departments across the College (see full listing 

in page 2). We ended this spring semester with over 200 students enrolled in the CLS 

certificate, and 87 are graduating on May 12th, 2023, which is the largest cohorts of graduates in 

our history. While we would like to hire two or three faculty in the following years, we currently 

would be able to sustain a departmental structure given the involvement of faculty (both 

budgeted and affiliate) in the Program's governance. Our program has been a place where 

faculty come together to form interdisciplinary research teams. One of these is "iPresente! 

Documenting Latinx History in Wisconsin Through a Collaborative Digital Edition." Headed by 

Prof. Almita Miranda (Geography) and administered through the Program, this project will 

collect and digitize documents, interviews, and objects connected to the history of Latinx 

communities in Wisconsin with funds from the National Archives. These materials will serve as 

resources for community education and K-72 schools. The effort is connected to the the 

Wisconsin Latinx History Collective, headed by CLS emerita Andrea-Teresa "Tess" Arenas. 
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Our CLS Speaker Series was such a hit that we had 
the opportunity to host a fourth talk! In a 
presentation titled "Saving Children from Lead 
Poisoning Through Policy and Community 
Organizing," Richard Diaz, the chair of the 
Milwaukee Coalition on Lead Emergency, described 
his organization's fight to create a sustainable lead
safe environment in Milwaukee. A native of the city, ,
Diaz fights for racial and economic justice for black, 
brown, and working-class people everywhere. In his 
ten years as a community organizer, Diaz has 
helped create the Milwaukee neighborhood 
association Amani United, increased member 
participation, helped to achieve a worker-oriented 
contract in 2074 for members of the Amalgamated 

Transit Union local 998, helped thousands of voters register and get out to vote, and also co-founded the 
Coalition on Lead Emergency (COLE). Among other things, his organization has turned the lead pollution 
crisis in Milwaukee into an opportunity by training members of communities most affected by the 
problem in lead abatement. After a successful inaugural year, the "Chican@ & Latin@ Studies Today" 
series will be back in 2023-2024 with panels on Puerto Rican studies and the U.S.-Mexico border. 

Graduate Student Meet-UP-

on April 4th, the CLS Program held a Latinx Graduate Student Meet-Up. 
The spring talk featured iSchool doctoral candidate Barbara Ann 
Alvarez who shared advice on ways graduate students can reach non
academic audiences with their research and put ther emerging 
expertise at the service of businesses or nonprofits. Barbara has 
authored a forthcoming book about sexual health information for 
libraries and has published extensively for popular audiences, 
collaborating with such organizations as the Freedom from Religion 
Foundation. She also maintains an active consulting practice and 
teaches university-level classes. Many participants in the meetup were 
members of the Latinx affinity group of the School of Education. 

Note from the CLS Advisor 
Rachelle Eilers 

This semester has been a whirlwind to say the least! We're 
gearing up for our CLS major to be released in late summer. 
Thank you to the overwhelming support from our students, 
faculty, alumni, and overall community, we will be the first CLS 
major in the state of Wisconsin! We already have a strong 
interest in the major, with students who have been waiting 
years (literally) to declare. I am thrilled to say that we will also 
continue to offer the certificate. Speaking of the certificate, this 
spring we celebrated our largest graduating class with 87 
graduates! Over 77% of them are first-generation college 
students, nine have been admitted to graduate studies, two to 
medical school, one to law school, and one Truman Scholar. 
They are an impressive group to say the least. To the class of 
2023, good luck and please stay in touch with your CLS 
community. 
This fall, as part of Latine Heritage Month, we will be hosting a CLS major reveal for students and also for 
alumni, to learn about how the campus and CLS Program have changed since they were students. I look 
forward to celebrating our growing comunidad with you then. Stay tuned for more information on our 
social media pages at UWChicla on all platforms. Have a wonderful summer! 
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SUPPORT THE FUTURE OF CLS 
The Chican@) &. Latin@) Studies Discretionary Fund supports programs for students, 

faculty and the campus community. 

The Jesus Salas Scholarship Fund provides scholarships for CLS students who are 

active in the Community. 

The Andrea-Teresa Arenas Somos Fund provides awards for student and faculty 

professional development. 

DONATE ONLINE TODAY! 

https:// chicla. wisc.edu/ giving/ 




